
 

 

 
  

Project Name Grahams Commercial 

Client Direct Client 

Service Floor Preparation and Painting 

Length of Contract 2 months 

INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDY 

GRAHAMS 
COMMERCIALS. 

Project Summary 

Grahams Commercials, a family-owned business Scania 
HGV service garage in Carlisle, required their main service 
area to be repainted and had been waiting until a quiet 
period to do the work. When business showed no signs of 
slowing down, they called on us to undertake the work 
alongside their continuing operations.  

The challenge was to prepare and repaint the floor in a 
rolling plan through each of six bays, so that only one was 
out of use at any time. Barriers were used to separate the 
redecoration area from the vehicle service area.  

We used a grinder to prepare the surface then  

applied concrete sealant with a roller. Next stage was to 
apply 2-pack epoxy paint containing  

aggregate for increased traction. After the grey base layer 
was applied, a red walkway was added with yellow 
boundary markings.  

The service pits were refreshed with white  

emulsion to maximise available light when working beneath 
vehicles.  

The result was that a busy HVG Service Centre which had 
become dark and where the floor had lost its safety 
markings, is now much improved and a brighter and safer 
working environment. 

 

Key Facts  

 

“ Story Decorating Group Specialist coatings provided us with a quality service resulting in a high standard 

finished project in line with our programme and  expectations.  
The Story team transformed our floor from a tired old oil contaminated floor to a new high performance floor & 
we managed to keep our vehicle maintenance bays in operation through the process. The Company had a great 
understanding of the project from start to finish and were good to deal with, I wouldn’t hesitate in working with 

the Story team again on future projects” 

 
Stuart Graham – Managing Director, Grahams Commercials 
 


